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Mackie launches exclusive-for-install passive loudspeaker series
New passive speaker line from Mackie claims to address needs of rental companies and clients alike
voice coils to handle more power for
Mackie has introduced an all-new
maximum output and premium 1.4″
loudspeaker line specifically designed for
titanium diaphragm compression drivers for
installs seeking rich, articulate full-bandwidth
smooth, consistent high-frequency response.
response in a sleek compact design – iP
Plus, convenient features like a choice of
Series Install Performance Loudspeakers.
either Neutrik or terminal connections can
“We are extremely excited to deliver a
simplify an install, saving time and cost. A
professional Mackie solution for the install
selection of mounting accessories delivers
market,” commented John Boudreau, SVP
Product Marketing. “iP speakers
deliver stunning performance and
have a clean look perfect for even
the most aesthetically-demanding
venues.”
The series includes three fullrange models (10″, 12″and 15″)
and a companion 18″subwoofer.
The fullrange iP-10, iP-12 and
iP-15 feature 8 x M10 rigging
points and a rotatable 90°
x50°
horn to support both vertical and
horizontal rigging. A rotatable
centre logo allows for clean
presentation in all configurations.
Sonically, premium components
include high-output, customThe iP Seriece Install Performance Loudspeakers
designed woofers with large

additional placement flexibility. Available
are both a ceiling and wall-mount bracket
to meet the needs of nearly any install
application. The optional SP260 2×6 Speaker
Processor features pre-sets specifically for
iP loudspeaker for quick setup and flawless
sonic performance.
“With the demanding needs of install
applications, each and every detail is
important,” remarked Boudreau. “From
horizontal and vertical hangs, to low-profile
wall and ceiling mount accessories plus a
rotatable logo that presents well in any
orientation, iP series is the perfect solution
when the client is focused on the perfect
aesthetic.”
An affordable install solution, Mackie iP
Series loudspeakers meet the needs of a
wide range of install applications including
Houses-of-Worship, theatres, auditoriums,
casinos, clubs and karaoke rooms.
The new iP Series Install Performance
Loudspeakers are available for order now.
Available accessories include the Mackie PAA2 eyebolt kit, iP-CM100 ceiling mount and
iP-WM100 wall mount.

Studiomaster Professional launches 8-channel conference mixer
Studiomaster Professional is aggressively
committed to bring world-class products
to the install market in India. The Indian
pro audio brand recently launched the
VāK 20 - an intuitive 8 channel conference
mixer. It is a unique dedicated conference
mixer that allows the usage of any standard
microphone and other line inputs to be
connected into a conference set-up. After
the success of the VāK 10 conference
system and the Auto 4 automatic mixer,
Studiomaster Professional aims to fill the
void of a stellar conference mixing solutions
with the VāK 20.
The VāK 20 conference mixer features
8 versatile XLR-Jack combo Mic-Line inputs
along with signal/clip indicator & active
LED on each channel. The combo XLR-Jack
input allows ultimate flexibility. The input
section also features dip switches for Mic/
Line selectivity and also individual +48V
DC phantom power supply selectivity. Each
channel of the VāK 20 features a unique
Chairman/Delegate selectivity switch.
Like most auto-mixers the Chairman
channel automatically attenuates the
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VāK 20 8-channel conference mixer from Studiomaster Professional
delegate inputs. This allows for seamless
discussions using the VāK 20 conference
system.
The output section features a huge list
of convenient and functional attributes.
It features a balanced XLR master output
with provisions for a master limiter.
The processing on the master output
ensures clarity and improved legibility.
The VāK 20 boasts of infinite daisy chain
connectivity between units. The VāK 20 from
Studiomaster Professional also incorporates
an intuitive logic out connector that can be
used to control cameras or speakers.
The master section of VāK 20 has
abundance of features such as Level Control,
easy LF / HF cut switches and tri-color &
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LED bar-graph for monitoring. Apart from
this, the master section features unique and
easy ambient noise compensation modes
such as Noisy, Normal, and Quiet mode. This
allows easily operability even in demanding
situations. The VāK 20 allows 6 NOMs
(number of open microphones) in the set
up. This is clubbed with powerful NOMbased gain attenuation for added seamless
operation. The VāK 20 is housed in sleek 1U
19” rack mountable unit with rack ears.
With the Vak 20 Studiomaster Professional
conference mixer is very easy to setup and
operate. With a plethora of features the VāK
20 is sure to find it its place in conferences
rooms, board rooms and educational
institutions to name a few.
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